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An Short Example of OOAD - Dice Game
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Use Case : Play a Dice Game
- Player requests to roll the dice. 
- System presents results. 
- If the dice’s face value totals seven, 

player wins; otherwise, player loses.

Domain Model

Interaction Diagram

Design Class Diagram

OOA OOD



Software Development Process and the UP

• Software development process
– A systematic approach to building, deploying and possibly maintaining software

• Unified Process (UP): a popular iterative software development process for 
building object-oriented systems

– Inspired from Agile

– Iterative

– Provides an example structure for how to do OOA/D

– Flexible (can be combined with practices from other OO processes)

– A de-facto industry standard for developing OO software
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Risk-Driven and Client-Driven Iterative Planning

• The UP encourages a combination of risk-driven and client-driven
iterative planning.

– To identify and drive down the high risks, and

– To build visible features that clients care most about.

• Risk-driven iterative development includes more specifically the practice of 
architecture-centric iterative development.

– Early iterations focus on building, testing, and stabilizing the core architecture.
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The UP Phases

• A UP project organizes the work and iterations across 4 major phases:
1. Inception : approximate vision, business case, scope, vague cost estimates

2. Elaboration : refined vision, iterative implementation of  the core architecture, 
resolution of high risks, identification of most requirements and scope, more  
realistic estimates

3. Construction : iterative implementation of the remaining lower risk and easier
elements, and preparation for deployment

4. Transition : beta tests, deployment
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The UP Disciplines
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Relationship Between the Disciplines and 
Phases
• The relative effort in disciplines shifts to across the phases.
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The UP Artifacts and Timing

+ System Sequence Diagram
+ Operation Contract

Design Model
+ Class Diagram
+ Interaction Diagram
+ Package Diagram

+ Statechart Diagram
+ Activity Diagram
+ Deployment Diagram
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The UP Artifact Relationships
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Connections Between SSDs, System Operations, 
and Layers
• In a well-designed layered architecture, 

– The UI layer objects will forward or delegate the requests from the UI layer (system 

operations) onto the domain layer for handling.

– The messages sent from the UI layer to the domain layer will be the messages 
illustrated on the SSDs.
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What’s the Relationship between Interaction 
and Class Diagrams?
• From interaction diagrams, class diagrams can be generated iteratively. 

– When we draw interaction diagrams, a set of classes and their methods emerge.

– Suggests a linear ordering of drawing interaction diagrams before class diagrams.

– But in practice, these complementary dynamic and static views are drawn 
concurrently or iteratively. 

– Example: 
• if we started with the makePayment sequence diagram, we see that a Register and 

Sale class definition in a class diagram can be obviously derived.
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OOD : Object-Oriented Design

• OOD is sometimes taught as some variation of the following:
– “After identifying your requirements and creating a domain model, then add methods 

to the appropriate classes, and define the messaging between the objects to fulfill the 
requirements.”

• But, it is not enough, because OOD involves deep principles.  
– Deciding what methods belong to where and how objects should interact carries 

consequences should be undertaken seriously. 

• Mastering OOD is hard. 
– Involving a large set of soft principles, with many degrees of freedom. 

– A mind well educated in design principles is important.

– Patterns can be applied. 
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GRASP

• 9 basic OO design principles or basic building blocks in design. 
– Focusing on using the pattern style as an excellent learning aid for naming, 

presenting and remembering basic/classic design ideas

– Creator

– Controller

– Pure Fabrication

– Information Expert

– High Cohesion

– Indirection

– Low Coupling

– Polymorphism

– Protected Variations
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23 Design Patterns of GoF
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enterItem()

Mapping Designs to Code
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An Overview of Object-Oriented Development
- What We Covered?

Object-Oriented Programming

Object-Oriented Concepts and Principles

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design

Object-Oriented Design Patterns

Software Architecture Style

Software
Development

Sequence

Origination
Sequence

UML

+ 

OOD
Methods
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